A Woman from the Infant Mortality Review Board Calls

By: Amanda Newell

No, I am not an addict.
Yes, I had a doctor.
No, we are not smokers.
No, I do not want you coming to our home.

You could see it on the sonogram’s chalk sketch, the clubfoot and cleft palate, fingers like vines. Some extra ones. A one-in-ten-thousand error of cell division, the specialist said. Most women miscarry before it gets this far.

Thirty hours after the pitocin and morphine, after the resident shoved his gloved fist into me to ripen my cervix with a kelp stick, I gave birth to a shiny bruised doll, small enough to fit into a wicker Easter basket and whose silence was welcome.
Judge’s commentary

Poet Lynn Emanuel, the judge of the 2015 Dobler Award, wrote this about Newell’s poem:

“Poetry faces the problem of making itself distinct from the common, everyday uses of language. Music has to make itself distinct from noise, and poetry has to take back language from the clutches of the internet, the W9 form, the committee, and the TV. It is this taking back of language that is at the heart of Amanda Newell’s powerful and brave poem, ‘A Woman from the Infant Mortality Review Board Calls.’ The title points to the poem’s struggle. The ‘Infant Mortality Review Board,’ invades the narrator’s world with ever more ridiculous and intrusive questions, and after those questions, (are you an addict, a smoker, did you have a doctor) asks to be let into the narrator’s home. Brutal language is present throughout this fierce poem: ‘the resident/shoved his gloved/fist into me/to ripen my cervix’. Against its awfulness the narrator tenderly asserts herself. Unlike the ‘specialist’ who describes what is on the sonogram as ‘club-foot and cleft palate’ the narrator/mother offers her own language ‘fingers like vines,’ ‘a shiny bruised/doll, small enough/ to fit into a wicker/Easter basket.’ The narrator brings into the poem the language of childhood, the language of a growing, green world, the language of divine birth. Beyond even this effort, however, the poet offers her stunning ending (‘and whose silence/was welcome’) in which she asserts that, perhaps, the only possibility of escaping the naming world may be the escape into death’s silence.”
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